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1: Executive Summary

Write your executive summary last, even though it starts off the business plan. This is

because the executive summary is a short and concise overview of what your business

plan will outline. Make sure the executive summary is not longer than two

pages.

Outline the following in your mission statement:

● Describe the need for your new business.
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● Introduce your company, the management and ownership.

● Describe what main product is and the service you offer.

● Briefly describe your target base and how your business serves them.

● Summarize your competitive advantage.

● Briefly outline what your financial projections are for the first two years.

● Describe your financing requirements, if relevant.

2: Business Description

The business description includes a short description of the industry. Be sure to discuss

the current outlook and future opportunities your industry faces. Include the following

details:

● What is the overall nature of the industry? Include statistics like trends and

demographics, and also economic, cultural, and governmental influences.

● Describe how your business fits into the industry.

● Mention any existing competition.

● Describe what you are targeting and what is unique about your business

compared to the competition.

3: Market Strategies

This is when you prove you have thoroughly analyzed the target market and that your

business is in demand. You need to show that your product/service is in demand and

include an estimate of the market size and how many units of your product/service you

expect to sell. Based on your estimate, compare that to your competition and summarize

the results in a table or chart.

4: Competitive Analysis

Describe the strengths and weaknesses of the competition in your market, your

strategies that will give you an advantage, what your pricing strategy is, how you will

prevent competition from entering your market, how you plan to advertise, and what

weaknesses can be exploited.
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5. Design and Development Plan

Describe the product's design, its development in terms of production, marketing, and

create a budget that ensures you’ll reach your goal(s).

Cover the following in this section:

● Product development: follows the technical and marketing aspects of the

product.

● Market development: marketing personnel required and their salary so you

can  develop pre-promotional materials and include your marketing campaign.

● Organizational development: outline your requirement process, integration

process, and management plan.

6: Operating Plan

Include the plan for the physical requirements your business requires, such as the office,

equipment, supplies, etc.

● Development: possible locations, equipment sources, supply chains and so on.

● Production: how long will production take, when can you begin and outline

how you’ll handle problems, like rush orders.

● Facilities: what is the physical location and what are the building requirements,

include mortgage or leasing costs, maintenance, utilities, and zoning approvals.

● Staffing: how many employees will be employed, what are their job duties, are

they full or part time, and what training is needed, plus how training will be

provided.

● Equipment: what equipment is needed, its cost, and if it is leased or purchased

(include the source of each).

Section 7: Financial Plan

The final section, the financial plan, is key because it highlights if you are financing or

intend to attract investors. It outlines how your business will grow and how it will be

profitable. You need to include projected income statements, cash flow statements, and

balance sheets. The financial plan answers: where the money comes from, when and

how the money arrives, what projections you have, and what you need to consider.

(NOTE: Underestimate revenue and overestimate expenses).
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